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two,August

As the plane descended into the KathmanduValley I thought it
resembled a Himalayan version of Juarez, Mexico. The rolling concrete
sprawl interspersed with vibrant green hills made for a powerful first
impression. Walking across the tarmac upon landing, I smiled at the
curtain of clouds veiling the Himalayas. Overwhelmed with gratitude,
I am so fortunate to be here.

five,August

It is monsoon season and torrential rains fell last night.The storm
began with sprinkles as I was walking home from Patan�s Durbar NRoyalO
Square yesterday afternoon, carrying an armful of books I�d purchased at
the Patan Museum. Among these were Mary Slusser�s, Nepal Mandala, a
treasure trove of insight into the history, culture, iconography and archi-
tecture of the KathmanduValley. Mary Slusser also researched and curated
the museum�s exhibitions, and it is a jewel of jewels, located in Patan�s for-
mer Royal Palace. Most of the displayed works are recovered, in that they
had been smuggled out of Nepal, identified, and subsequently restored to
the Kathmandu Valley.

Patan is a historic city that was once an autonomous kingdom. Its Durbar
square is a grand installation of sacred architecture and deities, worship-
pers, merchants, relaxed citizens and the occasional tourist or tour group.
Surrounding the square are dark, narrow lanes, lined with temples, monas-
teries, shrines, homes, baths, and shops. Upon arriving at the square, I
hired a young, tattooed man, named Rajkumar, to guide me through the
maze.We visited the cremation ghats Nnot in use during our visitO and the
Bagalamukhi Temple, where I attempted puja NprayerO; offering flowers, a
coconut and incense to the goddess Bagalamukhi herself. Abstract in form,
she resembles a silver fireplace. Devotees gently touched her, as a Jew
might touch a torah.



IKm settling into my third floor flat located on a muddy lane in the neigh-
borhood of Kupondol in north Patan. Durbar Square is a twenty-minute
walk away. I need more kitchen essentials and will gather these things when
I continue exploring my new neighborhood later today.

six,August

Today I visited Svayambhunath Stupa with fellow Fulbrighter
NLuisO, his wife and their two daughters. Svayambhunath is one of NepalKs
most sacred destinations and is located atop a hill, west of Kathmandu.
Nicknamed the �Monkey Temple�, an abundance of these lithe creatures
swarm the sacred structures. Dozens of chaityas Nsmall stupasO of varying
size and shape, Buddhist monasteries, and booths filled with trinkets and
supplies for puja surround the sacred dome of Svayambhu. Svayambhunath
is an auspicious destination for Hindu and Buddhist pilgrims, thus
embodying the syncretic nature of worship in the Kathmandu Valley.

My refrigerator is broken and I�m surviving on nuts when at home.
I finally began unpacking my bags this morning. My landlord is NepalKs
most distinguished novelist, Diamond Shumshere Rana. He shares his
home with his grandsons Sauru and Rikesh, as well as several boys.
I presume the boys to be house helpers. All are warm and friendly.

seven,August

It is a cool, cloudy Monday morning in Kupondol. From the
perspective of my concrete balcony, I can see people puttering about on
their porches. The crows are cawing up a storm. Prayer flags flap from a
rooftop. Neighborhood dogs are demarcating their turf with snarls and
wails, an all-day/all night cacophony. Hawkers chant their services and
wares; their singsong tunes are pleasant in sound but incomprehensible to
me in meaning. Good morning from the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal.



I feel overwhelmed by the proliferation of first impressions. How to cre-
ate a manageable plan of action? How to familiarize myself with the
iconography, let alone study and launch new ideas for art? Five months time
seems so short. Yet so long. I miss home. I feel nervous and want to relax.
I fear that if I relax, I wonKt accomplish anything.

I need to get out of my head.

My didi NhousekeeperO Maya is cooking chicken masala. IKm awaiting Bijaya
NBJO from Fulbright to fix my fridge. IKm learning to say yes the Nepali way,
bobbing my head from side to side. The smell of curry is comforting.

Nepal is twelve hours and fifteen minutes ahead of New Mexico. Could I
possibly be further away from home?

eight,August

This morning, the new crop of Fulbrighters and an array of U.S.
citizens gathered at theAmerican Embassy for a security briefing. Follow-
ing a fearsome lecture on safety, we were issued I.D. cards. Afterwards, I
taxied up to Tribhuthan University to meet my sponsor, Professor Nirmal
ManTuldhar. The university is located on the outskirts of Kathmandu and
it was restorative to walk the campus green. Shortly after meeting Nirmal
I made reference to my exploding brain. He escorted me onto a high ter-
race where the anchoring symbol of Kathmandu Valley cosmology,
Svayambhunath, could be seen through the haze, a mile or two distant.
The stupa occupies its own hilltop, one of many high green hills that rim
the Kathmandu Valley. Beyond the hills and veiled by clouds are the Hi-
malayas.As I took in the view, Nirmal quietly suggested I Jempty mymindK.

While Nirmal is Newar and Buddhist, his office walls are adorned with
pictures of guruKs, presumably Hindus. From what I am coming to under-
stand, this integrated attitude toward religion and spirituality is typical of



the Newars, perhaps it is typical of all Nepalese. Not unlike myself, Ms.
Hinjubu or Jubu. Or Juhinbu. I tried to explain this to Nirmal when he
asked me about my religion.

NirmalKs family runs an eyeglass business in Kathmandu called JSee Better,
Look BetterK, and he tends to the shop every evening after university.
Hence, while he is one of NepalKs most distinguished scholars, he carries
two business cards: one proclaiming his academic credentials, the other
advertising his eyeglass business. A caricature of GrouchoMarx, his iconic
eyes/nose/mustache brands the cardKs identity into oneKs memory.

At NirmalKs suggestion, I will taxi to Svayambhunath tomorrow before
dawn.This is the sacred month of Gunla, during which time Buddhists and
Hindus are making pilgrimage to Svayambhunath to honor Lord Buddha.
Nirmal also recommended that I visit KathmanduKs Durbar Square on
Thursday for some sort of bull ceremony. He did not elaborate, as he wants
me to be surprised.

Back in Patan, I bought fabric and commissioned a tailor to sew some
clothes for me. More than half of my summer tops are sleeveless. Shoulders
are not commonly seen in the KathmanduValley and I want to be a bedeshi
NwesternerO who blends.



nine,August

Iarrived at Svayambhunath this morning shortly after 6:00 a.m.
The stupa crowns a high hill, and the road that rings its base is lined with
prayer wheels. The traditional route to the stupa platform is a steep, stone
staircase comprised of 365 steps. Chaityas and large sculpted Buddhas line
the route.Tens of thousands of devotees were pilgrimaging to the platform
and not a single gringo was to be seen. Mashed together, we ascended the
stairs. Upon reaching the stupa platform we circumambulated it in a
coagulated mass of human bodies. People spun prayer wheels, threw rice,
lit butter candles, thumped drums, blew horns, chanted and prostrated.
Buddha statues installed at SvayambhunathKs base are draped in cloths
embroidered with a symbol that in the Jewish tradition is the Star of David.

I want to create an installation that bridges the substantive, stabile quali-
ties of shrines, stupas, Buddhas and the like... with the ephemeral nature
of worship.What might this look like?

After Svayambhunath I ate breakfast at JMikeKs BreakfastK, a destination
for travelers and ex-pats. A gallery on the premises is filled with Thankas
NBuddhist paintings made from ground mineralsO. Upon seeing these
ornately executed works my art lust button was activated.

Afterwards I met up with a fellow Fulbrighter, Marsha, who showed me
around Thamel, an old hippy neighborhood that is now ground zero for
tourists. Then I headed off solo, getting lost in a maze of narrow streets,
arriving by chance in KathmanduKs Durbar Square. There are some spec-
tacular temples and palaces there, most in desperate need of restoration.

Now home in Patan, Maya and her assistant Raj Kumar are preparing and
serving me dinner. Maya brings me the dishes as they are completed... cawli
and aloo bisar Ncauliflower and potato curryO and chopped show NappleO.
Maya is pleased that IKm writing downNepali words. I think I smell booze
on her breath, but she is spirited and charming.



TodayKs is also Janai Purni, the SacredThread Festival. A sadhu NHindu holy
manO offered to tie a bracelet of strings around my wrist. I declined his
offer because I did not know. IKve so much to learn.

Sleep was intermittent last night - so many barking dogs and biting mos-
quitoes.

ten,August

Today is the first day of a festival called, JProcession of the
Sacred CowsK. While somber in origin, the holiday shares similarities to
Mardi Gras, Halloween and Day of the Dead.

A Family who has lost a loved one in the past year honors their deceased
by parading a sacred cow through the streets of Kathmandu. It is believed
that the cow will safely escort the loved one to the judgment gates. Cows
are accompanied by surviving family members, small marching bands, and
the family priest. If a family doesnKt have access to a cow, a young boy will
masquerade as one. I observed that these transformed boys donKt resemble
cows, but look like princes with large painted-on moustaches. The accom-
panying adults carry enormous parasols or large bags that spectators fill
with candies and treats.

The ensembles of musicians form a visual and musical cacophony, with
each crew playing its own wacky style of music. I heard music that sounded
like Klezmer, complete with laughing clarinets. One crew of musicians
wore minuteman pants, confederate soldier style pants and red vests.

Is this a Nepalese version of post-modernism?



eleven,August

It is a hot and humid day in the Kathmandu Valley. Returning
to my flat after an action packed day, I felt exhausted and overheated.
I showered and took a surreal nap. It is starting to rain and hopefully the
air will refresh.

Today I went to PatanKs Durbar Square for the second day of the JProces-
sion of the Sacred CowsK festival. To my surprise, no costumed, lampoon-
ing groups of people and bovines were to be found. So I wove through the
streets and revisited some of the temples and shrines I had seen last week
when guided by Rajkumar. My eyes are opening in that I am feeling less
overwhelmed, and am better able to see my surroundings.

I took a break to sip a lasse and milk tea on the rooftop terrace of Cafe de
Temple, enjoying the view of Durbar Square while grazing a small stack of
books. I had peacefully resigned myself to an uneventful day. Upon paying
my bill, I decided to find anAyurvedic clinic that had been recommended
to me. A few steps from the restaurant I noticed a shop filled with
impressive copper deities. I asked the shopkeeper who had made the
statues and he gestured vague directions located opposite of my intended
destination. I changed course without hesitation, setting out to find the
workshop.

Many blocks and minutes later on a quiet side street, having passed dozens
of statue shops, I paused to admire a window display of deities. A young
man stepped out of the shop and invited me inside to view more exam-
ples. After discussing iconography for a few minutes, I explained that I
made statues in the United States, and that I wanted to see how statues
were made in Nepal. Would he know of a workshop? He responded
without pause. HMy uncle owns a workshop. I will take you there on my
motorcycle.I



HDonKt take rides from strangers. Always wear a helmet. DonKt ride on
motorcycles.I My motherKs practical wisdom congested my mind as I
accepted his invitation. I recognized intuitively that taking risks was going
to be a necessary aspect of my experience in Nepal. A pretty and petite
young woman had quietly seated herself behind the counter. The young
man introduced her as Puma, his girlfriend, and himself as Santosh.
His name is pronounced Santos, the name of my recently minted BFA from
New Mexico State. I noted the coincidence with an inward smile.

I gripped the motorcycles roll bar as Santosh skillfully negotiated PatanKs
lumpy and pockmarked alleys and clogged avenues. He ritually touched his
head, heart and mouth as we passed an impressively sized grass mound,
crowned by a copper finial. It was one of PatanKs four Ashoka Stupas,
demarcating the southern boundary of Patan. I narrowed my eyes to keep
out the stinging pollution. JEnjoy the ride, Rachel,K I told myself.

Stepping into the courtyard workshop a few moments later, I experienced
an aesthetic catharsis. A lone worker was tending to two works-in-progress,
cast copper statues of Shakyamuni Buddha. Sitting headless, and in lotus
position, the statues were almost as tall as me. After examining their
exquisite workmanship, we stepped into a small side building that housed
an array of cast copper body parts. An impressive, larger-than-life-sized,
multi-armed Bodhisattva of Lokeshor occupied a wall of the building.
His countenance bore an enigmatic smile that could be likened to the
Mona Lisa. I felt a wave of emotion akin to love at first sight.

We motored back to SantoshKs shop, whereupon he showed me a book of
Buddhist iconography, setting out to explain the innumerable manifesta-
tions of Buddha and the Bodhisattvas. Could this young man be the teacher
IKve been hoping to identify? He, Puma and I enjoyed Pepsis as we dis-
cussed the imagery.Were I not so hot and tired I would have stayed longer.
As I prepared to leave, they asked my age and were amazed by my answer.
They had thought me to be twenty five or so. Cute. Today I feel my age.



It is evening now, and I just enjoyed a cup of tea with my landlord
Diamond and his grandson Rakesh. Rakesh is studying for his medical
exam, having just completed his studies in China. During our visit,
I learned that DiamondKs novel, Wake of the White Tiger, has been
nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature. In addition to being NepalKs
most famous novelist, Diamond has tirelessly advocated for democracy in
Nepal. He has paid a price for being outspoken, spending some thirty of his
ninety+ years in prison. I am awed by his courage and subsequent
sacrifices. It puts into perspective the privilege I have known, a native of
the U.S.A.

In the midst of my serendipitous experiences and overall good fortune,
I feel periodic nips of anxiety and homesickness, feelings that perplex me.
Tomorrow is a new day.

twelve,August

ItKs another muggy day in Patan. Last night was so hot that I
slept with a wet cloth draped over my mid section. In addition to the heat,
biting bugs and barking dogs kept me awake. This is a hood that never
fully rests.

Today I attended a lecture given by a Buddhist monk, Thubten Samphell
Sherpa. It was a compelling lecture, although I found it painful to sit on
meditation cushions for eight hours. He spoke anecdotally and informally,
sometimes referencing wisdom IKve gleaned from other sources: HWatch
yourself.Watch your mouth.Watch your motivation.I He spoke of visual-
izing oneself as being pure in intention, and of the importance of rejoicing
upon waking and upon sleeping and of every moment in between.
He likened the guru NteacherO as being a doctor and the practice of dharma
Nthe method that frees one from sufferingO as being the medicine. He spoke
of dying persons - that those who die with prayers die peacefully and that
prayers assist in oneKs rebirth. I imagined my friend Kitty as being near.



Kitty abruptly died from an aneurysm a few months ago and her passing
is one I am yet to reconcile. Thubten distilled Buddhism down to this:
to change oneKs mind from negative to positive.

Thubten lives at Kopan monastery. I learned that visitors are welcome to
stay there for extended or short periods to meditate, rest and reflect.
This may be my destination for weekly shabos NSabbathO.

A couple of Red Cross workers attended the lecture. They gave me the
name of a yogi who teaches classes within walking distance of my flat.
My life foundation is coming together!

Peter Moran, Executive Director of the United States Educational Foun-
dation, Nepal, will have a gathering for new Fulbrighters at his home
tomorrow afternoon. I will taxi out to Pashupati beforehand. Pashupati is
NepalKs most sacred Hindu temple. I expect it to be intense.

thirteen,August

Today I visited Pashupati, one of Hinduism�s most sacred sites.
It is a dwelling place for Pashupatinath, the lord of beasts, a manifestation
of the great god Shiva. The Bagmati River flows through the temple com-
plex and ghats Nfuneral pyresO line the river. Upon entering the complex, my
eyes locked onto a corpse that was freshly set afire. A Brahmin carefully
tended the bundles of organic matter that served as fuel. As I watched,
I was aware of a young man hovering close by me, a prospective guide.
I wept. I wanted to keep crying, but I hired him anyway.

On a slab that angled sharply into the Bagmati River, the body of a newly
deceased person was laid, feet directed toward the river.ABrahman tended
the corpse, layering it with beautiful fabrics. Just a few yards from the body,
a group of boys frolicked in the river. My guide said that Hindus accept
death. His explanation seemed a surreal and distant recording. I felt
crushed by sadness.



From Pashupati, I taxiKd over to Boudhanath, one of the world�s largest stu-
pas and a center of Tibetan spirituality and culture. Upon arriving, I
bumped into a young man who had served lunch at yesterdayKs dharma lec-
ture. I accepted his offer to visit somemonasteries in the Boudhanath area.
Once again, I entrusted myself to a stranger and found myself riding hel-
metless, on the back of a motorcycle.

We motored away from bustling Boudhanath, through smaller communi-
ties, and into the hills towards Kopan Monastery. Kopan is renown for its
month-long dharma sessions that take place every November. I felt a rush
of relief, leaving the noise, congestion and haze of Kathmandu behind.
The huge, green, bowl-like valleys and tiny villages were music to my eyes.
I felt a heart tug when we drove past some old adobe homes.

The day was capped by a gathering at Peter Moran�s house, whom I
estimate to be about my age. Most current Fulbrighters were present and
I met some prospective friends. Peter is a Tibetan scholar and speaks
fluent Tibetan. His knowledge of Tibet and Nepal, their respective
languages, religions and cultures, is mind blowing.When I told Peter about
my risks and subsequent adventures he volunteered a few words of
caution. I was tempted to second-guess my motorcycle adventures, but if
I don�t take risks I fear I will have a limited experience. Today I will trust
my choices.



sixteen,August

Thieves recently vandalized the telephone lines in Kupondol,
so my landline has been down for days. No phone. No internet. Thank
goodness for cyber cafes.

Today is Lord KrishnaKs birthday. I ventured over to PatanKs Durbar Square
to meet up with Prashanth, a Fulbrighter who is a native of India and a
naturalized U.S. citizen. He is teaching marketing at a college in Patan.We
met in front of the PatanMuseum, amidst a crush of people including holy
men, tika makers, and thousands of devout HinduKs lining up to enter the
rock cut Krishna Mandir Temple. Thousands more were inching through
the square.The womenKs saris were spectacular.We wormed our way out of
the crowd to have a snack on the rooftop of Cafe de Temple. Prashanth
employs a didi who cooks his meals, hence, this was his first time eating
out. After enjoying a meal of Tibetan dumplings NmomosO, Prashanth
helped me to bargain for some fabric. He speaks Hindi and some Nepali,
hence, my request for his help. After several animated minutes of negoti-
ation the proprietor lowered his price a bit. Later, Prashanth told me his
bargaining strategy: that IKd come to Nepal to look after the dogs Nthere are
innumerable stray dogs hereO, that I wasnKt wealthy, that I needed fabric for
pillow covers.

It began to rain as I walked home, so I finally bought an umbrella.

Tonight I met Cheryl, another Fulbrighter, for dinner in Thamel. I was
uncertain that IKd make it into Kathmandu as traffic was snarled and every
cab was packed with celebrants. I gathered my guts and crossed the chaotic
car-packed boulevard. Arriving alive on the other side of the street,
I jumped into an electric three-wheeled tempo. One rider spoke some
English, and said that the tempo did not go to Thamel. The other dozen
or so riders seemed amused by me, as I had bumped my head when jump-
ing onto the thing, and bumped it again when jumping off. The entire
ridership waved as the tempo rolled off. It was a lovely, connected moment,
at least from my point of view.



From another rooftop restaurant, Cheryl and I swapped life stories. She is
a remarkably young sixty two and an avid trekker. We discussed the
possibility of trekking together in September, when the monsoon abates.
Her research sounds fascinating.

My flat is starting to resemble a research station. Materials and models for
a potential installation cover the kitchen table. The living room couch and
coffee table are draped with gorgeous fabrics. IKve been writing and
drawing in my sketchbook, accessing my art head.

On Sunday, Sachim, the Fulbright driver, will drive me around the perime-
ter of the Kathmandu Valley to visit several sacred sites.

I am feeling anew.

eighteen,August

Today Sachin and I drove around the rim of the Kathmandu
Valley, clockwise, as one would circumambulate a stupa. I had listed several
sites discussed in a book entitled JPower Places of KathmanduK, a rigor-
ously researched, coffee table sized book. In addition to anticipating
these sites, I am aching for nature and desire release from inner valley con-
gestion.

We began our journey south of Patan, at Bungamati, a traditional Newar
village. Pulling up to the village, I was surprised to see a familiar fruit: chili,
red chili - hanging in long ristra strands from brown brick buildings and
spread loosely on the ground. The air was pierced by their spicy smell and
I felt the sting of homesickness.

Sachin and I walked down a narrow lane towards the villageKs expansive
chowk NcourtyardO. At its center is a grand structure that houses Bungadya,
a deity with many names and manifestations. I think he is NultimatelyO the
Bodhisattva of Compassion. As the patron deity of Patan, he is ceremoni-
ously charioted between Bungamati and Patan every six months. His body



is simple, a wooden stick plastered with mud and painted red. Every year
he is plastered and painted anew.Worshippers were surrounding his tem-
ple, engaging in puja. His huge eyes and lustrous headdress were illumi-
nated within the dark sanctum. Buddhist prayer wheels lined the perimeter
of the temple, indicative of the Buddhist origin of a deity worshiped
by Hindus and Buddhists alike, exemplifying the unity between NepalKs
religions.

In a corner of the chowk was a temple that housed a gigantic mask
of Bhairab, a manifestation of Shiva in his terrific or fearful form.
With SachinKs encouragement, I slipped off my shoes and entered the
sanctum.The space was dimly lit by candles, and like all Hindu deities, the
mask of Bhairab was dabbed, draped and smeared with a variety of offer-
ings that are used for puja: flowers, tikka Nyogurt and rice pasteO, and rice.
A large, fresh banana had been inserted between his slightly parted copper
lips. I found humor in this image.

From Bungamati we traveled east and into the hills.Within a few kilome-
ters dense forests and spectacular views supplanted valley congestion.
I took in the rice paddies, the aged Newar homes Nof similar form to Penn-
sylvania farmhousesO, people slumped under heavy loads of sticks and grass,
and the occasional postmodern juxtaposition, such as a billboard for a
product called JPlayboy�, painted on the side of a traditional Newar home.

Our next stop was the temple of Shesh Narayana near the town of Pharp-
ing. Narayan is an incarnation ofVishnu and this particular temple abuts a
massive limestone cliff face. Shesh Narayana is a symbol of the life force as
embodied by water, the source of life.

Sachin suggested we visit Dashinkali, a woodland shrine dedicated to
ShivaKs bloodthirsty consort, Kali. Her sanctum is defined by a fence and
guarded by a posse of scowling copper lions. Dozens of cackling crows
provided an eerie soundtrack. Trees form a canopy, and Kali herself is
represented as an abstract silver mask resting within a fireplace-like form.



It is customary to appease KaliKs wrath through blood sacrifice, and within
the sanctum, two boys held limp roosters by their necks. A duck in a
womanKs arms dripped blood, slowly and methodically. An on-site butcher
is available to process animals brought in for sacrifice. Many families enjoy
picnics in the dark, wooded forest, feasting on their sacrificial animals.
Pilgrims from India asked Sachin to photograph them within KaliKs
sanctum. They looked very happy amidst the gloom. Bells of varying sizes
were being rung with urgency.

In the temple of my ancestors, animal blood flowed like so many rivers.
I think about this as I feel my discomfort.

In the village of Pharping we visited the temple of the Vajra Yogini, a
goddess housed in a seventeenth century pagoda-style temple that is in
need of immediate restoration. Women were washing clothes in the
templeKs courtyard, and some had been hung to dry in the BuddhaKs
sanctum. Hearing chants from the second floor of the temple, I handed
off my camera to Sachin and removed my shoes to investigate. I passed a
Buddha shrine filled with fantastically gaudy offerings: fake flowers,
candles, tinsel, silver tile and innumerable trinkets. A few steps beyond the
gaudy Buddha I saw a room packed with worshippers and their lama.
Tibetans. I kneeled, wanting to be as inconspicuous as possible, savoring
the layered sounds of their prayers, sometimes singsong, sometimes
rap-like. A passing monk paused when he saw me, pointed Nat meO, and let
loose a big JHARK sounding laugh, before continuing on to worship the
gaudy Buddha. Perhaps two-dozen worshippers were sitting around a cof-
fee table that was packed and piled with crackers and other packaged
foods. The lama held a bottle of spirits that I assumed to be whiskey.
I returned to the courtyard so that Sachin could experience the beautiful
scene for himself.

My cell phone rang a few minutes later, and I was surprised to hear the
voice of Desh, a Nepali who is studying engineering at NMSU. Desh had
returned to Nepal to get married, and his wedding reception was scheduled



to begin at 6:00 p.m. that very evening. Could I come and celebrate with
them? It was 2:00 p.m. when he called. My first thought was pure girl:
JWhat will I wear?K We aborted our journey and b-lined it back to Kath-
mandu to a kurta shop. A kurta is a traditional Nepali outfit, comprised of
a graceful tunic, baggy trousers and a scarf. Sachin gave me feedback and
helped me to bargain when IKd made my selection. Rounding off my outfit
with a pair of sparkly sandals, I was ready to celebrate. Back in Kupondol,
I asked Maya to photograph me in my finery. It took a moment for me to
realize that she had never taken a picture, so I taught her to look, point and
shoot.

Desh is Limbu, an ethnic group from eastern Nepal. As most guests had
not arrived by 6:00 p.m., I enjoyed watching the circle of Limbu folk
dancers. The men wore thigh length tunics and played elongated drums
strung with bells. The womenKs skirts were long and their earrings the size
of salad plates.Their faces were pierced and elaborate discs hung from their
pretty faces. The dancers brought soul to an otherwise generic hotel grand
ballroom. Desh and his prettyMongolian wife were presented to the guests
and the celebration continued for many hours.

Yesterday was a good day. IKll continue my mechanical circumambulation
of the Kathmandu Valley with Sachin on Tuesday.

twenty,August

Myday began with a 7:00 a.m. yoga class, taught by a diminutive
yogi named Shiva. It was a beautiful morning, and I noticed that there was
less traffic than usual as I walked the wide boulevard. IKd spent the previ-
ous day indoors as it had rained and rained and rained. This combination
of factors made the walk especially pleasant.

After class, I noticed even fewer vehicles on the road.Arriving at the main
boulevard, no motorized vehicles were to be seen. HMaybe there�s going to
be a parade, or a festival,� I thought. IKd heard nothing about an impend-
ing festival. A shouting man interrupted my thoughts and I wondered what



his problem was. He was rolling a tire. A boy was also rolling a tire - not a
bike tire typically used for the ancient balance game, but a big fat tire. I
quickened my step.

The agitated man kept abreast of me. He let his tire spin out amongst a
group of policemen. Usually the policemen are unarmed. Today, many of
them brandished rifles. I walked faster.

The shops were closed and few women were to be seen. Clumps of men
were gathering on street corners. Faster, faster, faster.

I arrived at home without incident. Diamond Ji confirmed that a strike
had been called, and Rikesh elaborated over tea. The government has
raised the price of petrol again, and since there is no one accountable party,
the Seven Party Alliance can raise prices with limited incident. Knowing
that the people will protest no matter what the increase, the government
inflates the price, then appeases the masses by dropping it anew, but with
enough margin to make their profit.

It was an unnerving experience, but nothing compared to last springKs mass
protests that preceded my arrival. TheMaoists were not involved with this
strike, but I wonder if they will exploit the unrest to further their agendas.
During the course of the day I�ve had phone conversations with many
Fulbright friends. It seems my community, Kupondol, is a quiet Nirvana
when compared to other parts of the valley. Several of my friends heard or
witnessed tire burnings yesterday and today. One friend, Mark, was drink-
ing tea at a hotel near Boudhanath, when he saw a group of thugs smash the
windows of a van. Four terrified women fled the vehicle, and the thugs
confronted and lectured them in the street. One of the women was bleed-
ing profusely. Mark, who is a big brawny guy, walked toward the group in
the pouring rain. The thugs dispersed.

At present I feel safe. My landlord and his grandsons live on the ground
floor.An elderly Englishwoman namedMargaret lives below me. I hesitate



to share this experience because some people, my family in particular,
might find it very upsetting.

Still no phone service. There were electric blackouts yesterday. Sometimes
the water doesn�t run and the toilet doesn�t flush.

My psyche is being WD-40�d in a most primary way. While I wouldnKt
choose mob action to loosen inert parts, such experiences do quicken the
process!

I�ve had some digestive issues and have askedMaya to tone down the spice
in the masala dishes.

Do I hear a table saw in the distance? There are NO dogs barking today.
I haven�t heard a single dog for hours. There is hardly a soul on the street.
Fortunately, IKd rented JThe 40 year old Virgin� prior to the strike. Thank
god for myMac.Acouple of boys are walking the lane below. Hmmmmm....
should I return the DVD?

twenty two,August

Today I continued my mechanical circumambulation of the
Kathmandu Valley with Sachin at the wheel.

The day began inauspiciously. Driving through Patan, we saw a calf lying
dead in the road, a victim of a hit and run.There is a stiff penalty for killing
a holy cow in Nepal - several years of prison time. Moments later, a woman
on a Vespa drove into a dog. She was flipped from her scooter as the dog
fled, yelping in pain.The collision happened so fast, and I hope that woman
and dog are ok. In this land of karma, I wondered what the day had in store
for me.

Our first destination was Chobar, a charming Newar village located at the
southern end of the valley.ThereKs a beautiful approach to the town: a steep
rock stairway that cuts through a dense, green forest. Like Bungamati,



Chobar is comprised of boxy homes with protruding eaves. Evidence of
the harvest was everywhere. Corn ristras dangled from buildings eaves,
another crop was strung like garlands from the facades.

First we visited Chobar Adinath, affectionately called the JPots and Pans
TempleK. A deity named Anandadi Lokeshvara, inhabits the imposing
3-tiered pagoda. People have affixed pots and pans to the temple and
surrounding courtyard walls for a variety of reasons: good luck, good
rebirth, and good marriage. I would add that it makes for good art, in the
folk sense. Sachin and I walked around the village, admiring its architecture
and charm. A highlight of the stroll was passing a gompa NTibetan Bud-
dhist monasteryO to hear the honking, smashing, ohming sounds ofTibetan
monks engaging in prayer. Listening to the soul churning sounds,
I remembered Las Cruces inApril, when a group ofTibetan monks blessed
the city with their ritualistic arts. Funny to be in Nepal and think of south-
ern New Mexico upon hearing Tibetan chants.

From Chobar we drove along a high ridge to Kirtipur, to visit the temple
of Bhag Bhairava. Hanging from one of the templeKs high walls are weapons
commemorating a terrible conquest of the village in 1768. A number of
shrines populate the temple compound, one of which houses Dhartimatta,
a goddess who is carved in stone, lying on her back with thighs parted.
Pregnant women flock to Dhartimatta, praying for safe pregnancies and
safe labor.

The next destination was Teku Pachali Bhairava, in Kathmandu, near the
Bagmati river. Ghats have been built alongside the river, and Sachin said he
will be cremated here when he dies. Pachali Bhairava is situated beneath a
huge Bodhi tree that grows at the hub of the site. The compoundKs most
distinguished feature is a copper repousee image of a supine vetala NcorpseO,
which is six feet long, and to which blood offerings are made.

We drove on toward the village of Buranilkantha, where a most distin-
guished deity, also named Buranilkantha, resides. His name roughly trans-



lates JBlue Throated NarayanK, but he is commonly known as JThe Sleep-
ingVishnuK. As Buranilkantha is a few kilometers north of Kathmandu, IKd
hoped weKd be back in the countryside. But, like so much of the Kath-
mandu Valley, endless rows of concrete buildings have absorbed the lush
green landscape, and Buranilkantha is enveloped by this sprawl. The Sleep-
ing Vishnu is, however, magnificent. Carved from basalt, he lays on a bed
of serpentine curls that represent the cosmic ocean. Legend states that he
is awaiting the next eon, at which time he will emanate his cosmic mani-
festation. A Brahmin is assigned to clean, anoint, perfume and fan
Buranilkantha daily. Much of his basalt body was draped in an orange cloth.

The final destination of the day was the village of Sankhu, home of the
SankhuVajraYogini. As we drove towards this site, sprawl gave way to lush
green rice paddies, intact villages and high green hillsides. The road arched
sharply upward and devolved into a sandy four-wheel drive path. Sachim
negotiated the rough terrain with skill. The valley dropped away, and up,
up, up we went. Rows of Buddhist prayer flags demarcated a holy place.
The finial of a pagoda temple came into view, nestled symbiotically
amongst the trees.WeKd arrived at the temple of Vajra Yogini.

Upon entering the temple courtyard I noted that the complex was in need
of restoration. At a manKs suggestion, we entered a second floor sanctum
where a surprise awaited us. The deity who occupies this space is a double
of the JrealK Vajra Yogini. Sachin and I were very impressed with her,
adorned in coins and satin.We bought butter candles and stood before her
in silence.

We stepped into a second courtyard filled with ancient chaityas and two
pagoda temples. As luck would have it, a young man wearing traditional
trousers and a military patterned bandana opened one of the sealed tem-
ples. He began playing a long, log-like drum that rested horizontally across
one of his shoulders. As he played, I peeped into the interior of the tem-
ple, and to my puzzlement and amazement, saw a miniature version of
Svayambhu inside.The young drummer opened the second temple, where-



upon light illuminated Nthe realO VajraYogini in all of her splendor. Sankhu
was the high point of another exciting day in the Kathmandu Valley.

IKve begun to explore the city of Patan in more and more depth, wander-
ing without plan through the maze of streets, inviting serendipity. Ideas
for projects are flowing and IKm sketching these visions as they come.
IKm collecting materials for art, such as sari fabric, foam and hot glue.
I know not what will happen next.

twenty four,August

I had wanted to revisit Santosh Shakya and his uncleKs icon
making workshop, so when Prashanth expressed interest in meeting him,
I contacted Santosh anew. Santosh seemed another person when we
arrived at his shop. The young man who was low key and relaxed nine days
earlier, was clearly stressed. As we walked the congested lane towards the
workshop, Santosh and Prashanth spoke together in Hindi. After a few
minutes of conversation, Prashanth explained what had happened. Puma,
SantoshKs adorable girlfriend, was being nudged into an arranged marriage
by her parents.While Santosh and Puma had wanted to marry in a year or
so, this development demanded a rapid response so they ran off and were
married at a Ganesh Temple.

As it turns out, the icon-making workshop is also the home of Santosh and
his extended family. Puma is now living there, and as we walked into the
courtyard we greeted one another. Although she and I had met on one
previous occasion, we were mutually excited to see each other. Life can
change so fast.

On this occasion I met Sunil Shakya for the first time. Sunil is Santosh�s
uncle, owner of the icon-making workshop. I found Sunil to be friendly
and professional. He demonstrated copper carving and showed us a video
he had made on copper casting and finishing.



Prashanth and I spent several hours at the Shakya home before going into
Kathmandu for an earthquake orientation. Several Junior Fulbrighters had
just landed in the valley, and after the orientation we ate dinner inThamel.

Cheryl leaves for a two-week work trek tomorrow. We�re talking about
doing a one-week trek after her return.

I had a strange experience with Maya my housekeeper. Her assistant, Raj
Kumar, is no longer helping her. This morning she brought a strange man
into my flat to help her with her work.While I had seen this man on one
occasion, I didnKt know who he was, nor the nature of their relationship.
As he vigorously scrubbed the toilet with a kitchen sponge I tried to
interrupt him.When my attempts at communication failed, I sought out
Diamond. Diamond explained that the man is her husband of twenty two
years and that they come from a small town in the hills. He is unemployed
and Maya brought him into my home to �please me�.

I�m meditating on what to do. I am inclined to decline his help because I
think it�s more manageable having just Maya. I like dressing sleeveless in
my home and modesty would prevent me from doing that. And the image
of MayaKs husband scrubbing the toilet with a kitchen sponge persists.

twenty seven,August

This past weekend I enjoyed a two-day retreat at Kopan Monastery. It is a
wonderful place to reflect, read, and eat meals with the monks!The sounds
of chanting, debating and the incessant chatter of my mind pervade the
beautiful grounds. The cool, clean air promotes mental well-being, and I
sighted my first snow-packed Himalayan peak fromKopanKs highest point.
As autumn ripens, the curtain of clouds that has veiled the earthKs tallest
mountains will be revealed.



twenty eight,August

Today I spent an amazing afternoon with the Shakyas. Prashanth
and I purchased a rice cooker for Santosh and Puma, and I presented it to
the newlyweds when I arrived at their home. Santosh showed me photos
of their formal wedding ceremony, which took place at PatanKs southern-
most Ashoka stupa. He looked rather Mafioso in his black suit and white
tie, although this look was softened by the traditional grass collar that
ringed his neck. Puma looked exquisite in her red sari, bejeweled shawl and
headpiece - a classic Buddhist/Newari bride Nor so I presumeO. They
recalled the intense heat of the night, how they had sweltered in their
wedding clothes.

Santosh and Sunil had previously asked to see images of my sculptures, and
I had brought along my laptop. As Bon Jovi crooned from their computer
I clicked through the images. To my delight and surprise, they were
enthralled with my work, citing the imaginative forms and materials.
They repeatedly remarked onmy being free to work outside of a proscribed
tradition. Am I? At any rate, I was flattered by their genuine enthusiasm.
I donKt recall experiencing this degree of mutual admiration with fellow
artists. ItKs a wonderful feeling.

Since arriving in Nepal, IKve been imagining and reimagining an installation
that would incorporate a number of cast copper bicycle tires, likely tires
with six spokes, a riff off of the BuddhistWheel of Life. Santosh observed
that the wheel form governs many of my sculptures. I floated my idea:
would Sunil and Santosh be willing to help me make the cast copper
wheels? I presented them with an actual rubber tire example, and they
expressed ready interest. Together we made a series of drawings and plans.
Sunil will have a wax prototype made within a few days. If I like it, if the
price is right and if the time frame is feasible, we will work together. I AM
SO DARN PSYCHED!!! Our conversation in regards to concept, aes-
thetics and craft, was one between artists who share a universal passion
for sculpture. That we come from different cultures and traditions is
irrelevant.



I�m living my dream, and will potentially exceed what I proposed to do in
my grant application!

Upon finishing our business, I climbed aboard SunilKs Vespa, and he took
me to meet his friend Pal. From the outside, PalKs home is a typical Newar
structure. The inside is another story. In lieu of living room furniture were
an array of huge plaster molds and elaborate wax castings of a BodhisattvaKs
shoes, BuddhaKs arms, and a disembodied head. An aesthetic meltdown
ensued! Pal, who is a master wax worker, was constructing a wax vessel on
the second floor. As I watched him push wax coils into form, I was stuck
by the ease and nonchalance of his process - qualities governed by expert
facility. According to Sunil, Pal is Nepal�s most renowned wax sculptor.
He created deities for BertolucciKs Little Buddha and AgraKs Golden
Temple. Pal has met the Dalai Lama twice, and on one occasion, received
a personal call from him.Well, hello Dalai!

Sunil thenVespa�d me to another workshop, a huge barn-like space located
near the Bagmati River. Once again, I was in the grip of awe. Three enor-
mous deities, approximately twenty feet in height, inhabited the space.
All were works-in-progress and in various stages of construction. Two
figures were implied from bales of tightly wrapped straw. The third figure
was covered with rich, black mud. Sunil explained that in the next step,
this deity will be covered with clay. Pal will then be brought in to model
elaborate surface forms in wax, completing the figure before the casting
process begins. It was pouring rain outside and the artisans had stopped to
rest, sitting on the lap of one of the straw gods, one of who smoked a
cigarette Nthe worker, not the deityO. No one appeared concerned. Setting,
scale, and materials were all a wondrous dream. I was again struck by the
universality of form language, one that transcends tradition and culture.

I feel insanely happy.



thirty,August

IKve been exploring Patan by way of its back streets Nmuddy lanes
reallyO, taking in seas of rice paddies and piles of construction, circum-
venting mud and puddles and circumambulating stupas. I enjoy these
neighborhood sojourns, they are walking meditations.

This afternoon I returned to the river workshop to watch a copper pour.
Upon arrival, I was ushered into a workspace inside of a corrugated shed
and immediately enveloped by the fury of heat and fumes produced by
three wood fired furnaces. Two of these furnaces were burning out
wax-filled investments NmoldsO. The third furnace was melting a pile of cop-
per. Metal masters were tending to the fires, adding wood, adjusting a
blower, turning on Nyes!O an exhaust fan. Half of the shed was filled with
investments awaiting burnout. I was impressed with the burnout time
Nthree hoursO, as well as the copper melt time Nan hour and a halfO. Ganga,
PatanKs most distinguished foundry man uses no pyrometer to measure the
temperature of the molten metal. A lifetime of working with the material
has exacted his timing. The investment material is very primary in com-
position: cow dung, rice leaves and mud. The walls of the investment are
relatively thin, which makes for manageable handling.

The pour was a breeze, albeit a scorching breeze. Denim cutoffs served as
one workerKs gloves. Not one face shield, work shoe or apron in sight.
The only injury was that made to our lungs, I suppose. The steaming
investments were then taken outside and quenched in a bucket of water.
Some of these were casually hammered open. Ah, Buddha�sK feet! A Bod-
hisattvaKs arm and hand, its fingers forming a mudra of explanation!
Elaborate earrings for a deityKs headdress! I did not see any blemishes, pits,
flashing, or dings.



This weekend IKm returning to KopanMonastery for an overnight retreat.
Lovely Kopan on its hilltop perch, surrounded by courageous lush and
green. Ameditation lesson begins Friday at 10:00 a.m. IKll get a head start
on shabbos, having promised myself that I would learn to practice shabbos
when in Nepal.

six, September

Today is the first day of �Indra Jatra�, an annual festival that
celebrates the end of the monsoon season. It is also a day in which the
living goddess Kumari is paraded about Kathmandu in an elaborate char-
iot, to the great joy of thousands of adoring worshippers. Kumari is a girl
child, a manifestation of the goddess Durga. She maintains her reign until
the onset of menstruation or until she bleeds from a wound, at which time
another child Nfrom the Shakya casteO is identified. I recently began study-
ing Nepali, and my language instructor, Mani, invited me to attend the
massive ceremony in Kathmandu�s Durbar Square. Prashanth accompa-
nied us. Perhaps because of my nationality, we were able to stand peacefully
in front of Kumari�s enormous chariot that is crowned by a golden three-
tiered pagoda.When Kumari is seated upon the plush throne, her tour of
Kathamdnu begins. Hence, our location was the launch pad of the festival.

From our perspective we could see thousands of people packed onto the
steps of KathmanduKs enormous three-tiered pagoda temples. We stood
adjacent to KumariKs house, where the goddess lives for the duration of her
reign. Quietly gazing from a second story window were two beautiful boys
dressed in elaborate costumes, their faces transformed with makeup. Mani
explained that these boys are gods for a day - that of Ganesh, the corpu-
lent and generous elephant-headed god, and Bhairava, the frightful incar-
nation of Lord Shiva. I noted that the boys Nor godsO were indiscernible
from one another. They were assigned their own respective chariots that
were to follow behind KumariKs. It should be noted that when the festival
ends, the boys go back to being boys, whereas Kumari maintains her
goddessness until she bleeds.



We watched a demon dance and part of an animal sacrifice. I saw a lamb
undergo rituals that culminate in its slaughter. The gentle creature was
blessed with items from the puja tray: rice, tikka, flowers, holy water and
incense. When the lamb shook the water from its head, Mani said that
that it was indicating its readiness for sacrifice. I thought the creature
appeared annoyed, not ready. Silently I prayed for the lamb, that it would
have a quick and painless death. Two men, each holding a duck stood in
proximity to the lamb. One of them quacked amiably, oblivious of its im-
pending death.Another man held a large knife, its blade held horizontal to
the ground. The blade was covered with flowers, tikka, incense and rice.
The crowd surged and the lamb disappeared behind the onlookers. A few
minutes later when the crowd parted I saw the lifeless bodies of the lamb
and two ducks. Their heads had been placed on a blanket covered with
holy water, flowers, incense, tikka, and rice. From each head a plume of
smoke whipped, spiraling fast towards the sky. This haunting image
brought on a reflexive surge of tears. Mani explained that the ritual smoke
guaranteed each animalKs safe passage from this world. He also said that
due to the importance of their role in Indra Jatra, it would not be reborn
again, not as a person, not as an animal. It was released from the cycle of
death and rebirth, samsara. IKm thinking about becoming a vegetarian
again.

My attention shifted as the two boy gods passed, chaperoned to their
respective chariots.A swarm of photographers jostled for the best shot and
again my view was obscured. Then Kumari appeared. She was an adorable
girl, about eight years old, accompanied by more attendants than the king
himself Nthe unpopular man was to arrive shortly after her chariot seating,
as is customO. Kumari walked on soiled gauze as she is divine and her feet
cannot touch the ground.Arriving at her chariot, an attendant hoisted her
up high, onto the velvet seat. There was more unnerving crowd surging,
followed by police herding. As I caught a glimpse of KumariKs adorable,
smiling face, the police pushed Mani and me toward the masses of people
corralled on and around the pagoda temples. Prashanth was separated from
us, human tidal waved away, coming to a stop below the balcony that



sheltered the king, his wife and their attendants. Prashanth later related
how unprotected this unpopular man was. There were some detractors in
the crowd, but for the most part, people seemed detached from politics,
preferring to take joy in their goddess.

Upon returning to Patan that evening, I joined Santosh and Puma for
Patan�s celebration of Intra Jatra. They took me to their communityKs bahal
NmonasteryO, named Uku Bahal or Mahavihar. I accompanied them in puja,
and then Puma introduced me to a goddess enshrined on the second floor.
We circumambulated the chaityas at the Mahabouddha Temple, then re-
turned to Puma�s family�s house for a great feast. This was to be Santosh�s
first meal at his new wife�s family�s house. He was very nervous and wanted
to direct the focus onto someone else, that being me! I laughed, appreci-
ating his honesty. At Puma�s, we sat in a small green living room, a color
reminiscent of Mexico. Several men, all of whom were wearing white,
joined us. This indicated that they had lost a close relative during the past
year, their father in this case.

The women of the household had prepared a multi-course meal comprised
of delicious Newari delicacies that were served from trays and ladles.
Endless varieties of deliciously spiced foods were placed on my plate. I felt
like Kumari in middle age, too stiff to sit comfortably cross-legged, but
unable to refuse any offering. After dinner we clamored up to the fourth
floor roof/patio to watch a traditional Nepalese story being enacted in a
courtyard down below. The tale takes place six hundred years ago, during
a severe drought. So that the rains can be reclaimed, the son of a demon is
kidnapped. I enjoyed the dramatic demon dancers, their elaborate
costumes, and the classical Nepali music.

At evening�s end, one of PumaKs relatives took me home on his motorcycle.
I sat sidesaddle, as do all Nepali women, a choice that would prove to be
near catastrophic. I almost fell off of the bike! Thereafter, I always strad-
dled the seat, tomboy that I am. It was another incredible day in the Kath-
mandu Valley.



ten, September

This week I returned to Kopan Monastery for more Buddhist
instruction. Buddhism seems to be anchored in impermanence, i.e., Jwe
will all dieK. The nun in charge of the teachings, Ani Karen, asked us to
consider how we would live each day if it was our last. IKve been pondering
this. I finished the Dalai LamaKs JArt of HappinessK, which speaks to
considering events in our lives from many perspectives as a way of retool-
ing our brains for happiness.

IKm moving ahead with Sunil and Santosh who are helping me to cast three
pairs of dharmachakras. The dharmachakra is an eight-spoked wheel that
symbolizes the dissemination of Buddhist teachings. Though the wheels
are portable in design, I wonder how I will ship them home. Discussions
with Sunil and Santosh are always an interesting mix of philosophy and
technical methodology. This is a different way of working for me,
Ms. hands-on control freak, yet the conversation is as exciting for me as the
forthcoming installation.

If the weather permits, IKll be trekking the upper LangtangValley between
the fifteenth and twenty-third of September. Langtang is close to the
Tibetan border and has been described, Ja good beginners trekK. My trek
partner is fellow Fulbrighter, Cheryl Nher research is South Asian water
issuesO. She is a veteran trekker, so IKm in good hands.

twenty four, September

IKm back in Patan after trekking for nine days in the Langtang
Valley, a spectacular and varied landscape north of Kathmandu, just a few
kilometers south of Tibet. My destination was Kyanjin Gompa, a small
Tibetan gompa that may have been built in the thirteenth or fourteenth
century. Ideally in life, the journey is the destination - the LangtangValley
did not disappoint.



Accompanying Cheryl and me was Sushma, an independent journalist and
documentary filmmaker. Making our journey physically possible was Bal
Krishna and Nabaraj, two brothers ages twenty one and nineteen respec-
tively, who possess the helpfulness and resourcefulness of Eagle Scouts, and
the looks and charm of teenage idols.

Other than an encounter with an JofficialK from the JUnited Revolutionary
PeopleKs CouncilK, i.e. the Maoists, to whom we were JaskedK to give 1,000
rupees N$14.00 or soO, the jeep trip to our start point was smooth. I thought
it odd that one Maoist wore an orange polo shirt and a red cap embroi-
dered with the word JHarvardK.

The jeep dropped us at a landslide that seasonally blocks the road.
We crossed it on foot, walked seven kilometers to the next town, crammed
into the back seat of a bus and went on to experience the most harrowing
bus ride of our lives. The road was a narrow, tilted, rutted dirt path cut into
the side of a mountain. It slowly wobbled its way down the mountain,
lurching precariously close to an edge that abutted eternity.AGerman pas-
senger was practically drowning in his own sweat M exploding with fear,
I presume. It was then that I defined hell for myself: being crammed into
the back seat of a staggering bus on the edge of a mountain with no
emergency exits.

Once off the bus and onto the trail, things quickly improved. I enjoyed the
pattern of the days, which began with breakfast - hot milk tea served with
Tibetan bread and eggs. I appreciated the hospitality of the lodge owners
and the radiant warmth of their wood stoves. The call of nature was never
far from our conversations, nor were we ever far from the call of nature.
As the altitude increased, so did our humor.

For four days we made our way up the valley, beginning in a deep, wet gorge
- a virgin forest filled with an unimaginable variety of trees, shrubs and
flowers. The trail was often very steep and I mastered the Jtrek walkK,
a slow step-by-step gait that allows one leg to rest while the other one



works, coordinated with methodical breathing. At one clearly demarcated
point, the forest ended and we entered a landscape comprised of fields,
robust bushes and cultivated plots. Gaining more altitude the plants
became hardier, the land rocky and rugged. I saw my first yaks and mani
walls. Mani walls are sacred Buddhist monuments that are comprised of
hundreds of stone tablets inscribed with the omnipotent mantra, ommani
padme hum NHail the Jewel in the LotusO. Typically, mani walls are stacked
down the center of a path so that people and animals can walk on the right
hand side of the wall. In the village of Langtang I saw my first hydroponic
prayer wheels - eternally spinning sacred cylinders built above fast flowing
streams. The trail was a highway of porters carrying impossible loads on
their backs, tipsy Sherpas enroute to a wedding, shepherds guiding recal-
citrant yaks, as well as a handful of other trekkers NSri Lankans, Germans,
DutchO. The endless monsoon rains held back, but clouds shrouded the
high peaks. By early afternoon each day, a juggernaut of fog was extruded
from the lower valley and the landscape was blanketed by mist.

Upon reaching Kyanjin Gompa, we checked into the Monastery Lodge.
I felt giddy and restless, likely an altitude response. That afternoon and
night I absorbed the drumming and chanting of lamas engaging in a month
long retreat, sequestered in a stone house next to the lodge. Prayer flags
flapped like loose sails from vertical posts erected in view of my window.

The following morning was blue and clear and our surroundings were
revealed at last. Himalayan peaks in all their craggy, frozen glory
surrounded Kyanjin Gompa on three sides. Indescribable.

I set off to summit a small mountain for a better view Nnot a white capO,
watched an avalanche in the distance, and reluctantly aborted my hike
when I felt a headache coming on, a symptom of altitude sickness.
A doctor, nurse and medic were staying at the lodge so IKd have been in
good hands had there been an issue. A short nap, some restless pacing and
a couple of good cries Naltitude reaction again?O had me feeling JnormalK.
I ventured out to document the thanka paintings inside of the gompa.



Kyanjin Gompa is a small, stone structure that is partially plastered with a
material that is likely lime. Much of the plaster has fallen off, leaving the
stone exposed.The shale roof is disheveled.There is no glass or shutters on
the windows, just bars and curtains. There is limited light inside of the
gompa save for a couple of ineffective solar lights. Thanka paintings line
the interior walls. Unable to make out the images, I aimed my camera and
took a flash photo of a single section. I was awestruck by the sensuous and
brilliantly rendered deities and demons that filled my viewfinder. I shot
the entire length of thanka, including torn fabric and chipped images.
Despite the wear and tear, a majority of the painting is intact. I also pho-
tographed the icons, drums and empty butter lamps. Kyanjin Gompa is a
little Nirvana in need of preservation.Where to begin?

That night as I lay in my sleeping bag I listened to the drumming and wail-
ing of the lamas. It was Erev Rosh Hashanah and I meditated on the prin-
ciples of the Days of Awe: accountability and forgiveness, renewal of
relationships with all persons and subsequently, with oneKs god. What a
sweet way to begin the new year.

We reversed our footsteps the next morning and descended, passing mani
walls and yak pastures, weaving our way through bountiful bushes before
reentering the deep, green, misty forest. On our final trek day we kept time
to a steady downpour.An unwelcome aspect of this leg of the journey were
leeches, discovered tightly attached to ankles and arms. The long bus ride
home began with the infamously wobbly portion of road, the traverse
across the landslide, now a river of mud, to a waiting bus, soon to be filled
with people, fowl and sacks of rice. Ten hours and perhaps sixty-five kilo-
meters later, we were back in Kathmandu.

IKm off to Kopan Monastery for a week of meditation and reflection.
LKShana Tova! Good Yontif!



four, October

Autumn has arrived. IKm back in Patan after spending a week at
Kopan Monastery. Its beautiful grounds overlook the valley and on a clear
day one can catch a glimpse of hovering Himalayan whitecaps. The cam-
pus is sprinkled with ornate gompas, stupas and chaityas, as well as dorms
that house monks and visitors. I felt immediately at home amongst the
crimson robed monks when I first visited Kopan - it is my home away from
home NPatanO, away from home NLas CrucesO.

Part of my motivation for enrolling in a Buddhist meditation/philosophy
course was avoidance. The course timed with NepalKs most significant and
longest festival, Dassain. One component of Dassain is animal sacrifice on
a massive scale, and I determined that I wanted/needed a quieter, more
contemplative Dassain experience. Additionally the entire valley shuts
down for two+ weeks as Kathmandu Valley residents stream back to their
native villages to enjoy the festivities with their families. Hence, there
would be no art making with the Shakyas. Ultimately, with Nepal being a
center of dharma practice, the course seemed an ideal opportunity to wash
the windows of my mind. During the weeklong course, I got a better sense
of the soot that obscures my mental windows.Washing these windows will
hopefully come with time.

Approximately thirty-four students from the U.S. and Europe were
enrolled in the course. Beginning with the 5:45 a.m. bell, and continuing
past 9:00 p.m., our days were a methodical stream of tea, meditation, food,
teachings, food, discussion, teachings, tea, meditation, food, teachings.
Our primary teacher was Ani Karin, a Swedish nun. Every afternoon we
discussed our questions with a youngTibetan monk with a Phd equivalent
in monkdom, Geshe Jigme, and listened to clear, warm talks delivered by
KopanKs JprincipalK, LamaGesheThubten Sherab. On one occasion KopanKs
abbot, Khenrinpoche Lama Lhundrup discussed dharma and took ques-
tions from us. His rotund form and infectious laugh were 100% Laughing
Buddha. If such a being really does exist, I believe Lama Lhundrup is a



Bodhisattva Nan enlightened being who chooses to return to earth to help
othersO. He is definitely a mensch of the highest order.

While most of the students were in the midst of long-term travel adven-
tures, others had come to Nepal exclusively for the course. And while
linked by a desire to observe and focus our minds, worldly concerns re-
mained. For instance, when a young Danish woman shaved off her waist-
length dreadlocks, save for one rope emerging from the crown of her skull,
I asked her if she was going to take vows. She replied, no, that shaving was
a way to rid her hair of lice. On the last day of the session, several west-
erners submitted their heads to the skilled hands of razor wielding monks.
Perhaps they were barbers in a past life? While I experienced periods of
sadness and physical discomfort during the course Nmy legs are as recalci-
trant as my mindO, the experience was mind and heart opening. I Nwho am
not IO am the better for it.

As IKve resumed my work in Patan and Kathmandu over the last couple of
days IKve observed some powerful internal shifts. Somewhat humorously,
I bargain with less attachment to outcome and am more patient with cab
drivers that balk when asked to use the meter. Of greater importance,
I can no longer Jnot seeK those who suffer from visible misfortune. I see a
man with stubs for hands and feet and a bandage covering the flatness
where his nose should have been. I see homeless women embodying the
rugged extremes of earthly existence, some with infants at their breasts,
others at the door of death. I see street boys struggling to sleep on side-
walks and in gutters. I feel more of a connection with all sentient beings,
recognizing that while most people appear to be fine on the outside, many
are experiencing a great deal of internal pain.Who has not felt pain?

Post-monastic reentry has also been replete with joyful observations.
The Dassain holiday continues and vehicle traffic in the valley is refresh-
ingly thin.The foreheads of many people are dabbed with a huge red tikka,
cauliflower in texture and form. Made from curd, rice, and red pigment,
these tikka are blessings from a familyKs eldest relative. My aged, ninety+



year old landlord, Diamond, has a logjam of shoes outside of his door. Fam-
ily members are flocking to his home to receive his blessing. People are
flying Jfighting kitesK from rooftops. There is hardly a tree or power line
that doesnKt have a simple paper kite dangling from a branch or limb.

And so it goes, right here, right now, in the Kathmandu Valley. IKm going
to walk over to the Patan Museum for a really strong cup of REAL coffee
thatKs not really real NBuddhist speak hereO, and then enjoy a visit with my
current favorite deity, Avalokitesvara in his one thousand arm, eleven head
manifestation. IKve two projects in progress with the ShakyaKs and will try
to conjure my courage to discuss these at a later date.

twelve, October

This has been a good week to nudge along my projects with
Santosh and Sunil. Santosh is my original icon contact whom I met him in
August when I was exploring PatanKs windy side streets. He is not a prac-
ticing artist per-se, but is familiar with all aspects of icon making. He sees
himself as being a middleman NmatchmakerO between buyers and deities. I
have found Santosh to be an excellent source of feedback and input. So in
this regard, I think of him as being an artist. His uncle Sunil is a master
craftsman whose workshop produces enormous copper deities for gompas
in Bhutan,Tibet and China.These Buddhist neighbors have commissioned
deities from Newari copper casters for hundreds of years.

With the Dassain festival behind us, work resumed at SunilKs workshop
this past week. In an upstairs metal carving room, sections of my cast
copper dharmachakra wheels were being chiseled with great skill.
I watched as the surface of the copper was brought into clear focus.
Two other craftsmen were carving ornate Padmasambhavas NPadmasamb-
hava is the Rinpoche who brought Buddhism to TibetO at their respective
workstations - logs. It was an improbable juxtaposition, my cast tires/Bud-
dhist wheel hybrids, coming into being amongst traditional statues. I had
to pinch my mind, to fully register that my art was being executed in such
a unique and wonderful context.



In addition to the work, a warm homecoming was taking place in the
ShakyaKs home. Sunil�s brother Anil, his wife Rena, and their daughter had
arrived from Oakland, CA the previous day for a two-month visit.
Anil works graveyard shifts at Walmart and watches his daughter during
the day.As he works nights, he had no jet lag. Rena works at a Subway sand-
wich place. They were clearly overjoyed to be at home. As we talked about
life in the U.S., a gaggle of matriarch, three gray haired sisters in flowing
saris, came by to visit the returning JAmericanK family.

Shortly thereafter, Santosh motorbiked me to a small foundry where addi-
tional sections of my dharmachakra wheels were being cast in copper.
The foundry was located inside of a three-walled shed.Abarefoot man fed
copper sheets into a clay furnace that was fueled by coal. Several other
workers were engaged in their respective tasks: sawing and filing metal,
packing molds with soil Nsimilar to sand casting in the U.S.O. The air was
noxious. Several workers were smoking cigarettes.

When the copper reached temperature, the barefoot man used tongs to
remove the glowing crucible from the furnace. As he poured the copper,
the molten metal missed its port and splattered on the ground. Somehow
the manKs feet were spared injury, and he continued to work without fuss
or interruption. As my molds were opened, a few neighbors gathered to
watch me inspect the casts. I am still haunted by the image of splattering
metal next to the manKs bare feet.

In addition to the ongoing work on my dharmachakras, work was launched
on my second project this week, an installation whose form is inspired by
the Bodhi Tree Nthe tree under which Buddha attained enlightenmentO.
Sunil hired a wax master named Bisoo, to execute a model-sized version of
my tree. Bisoo worked frommy model Nmade from foam and hot glueO and
a detailed drawing. Santosh observed that my treeKs form was similar to
that of Green Tara Na Buddhist goddessO, a comparison that pleases me to
no end.



I felt empathy for Bisoo as he skillfully struggled to execute the idiosyn-
cratic gesture and intertwining of forms that comprised my idea. Never
having had this kind of assistance in all of my career, I was at a loss as to
how to explain my system. This is because I have no system! Such a work
is the result of an exploration that involves discovery and serendipity M a
nonlinear dance between construction destruction, construction destruc-
tion that would drive most people nuts. How to explain this to a person
with whom I share no language? No, it wasnKt a language issue. Even if we
had shared a language, it would have been nearly impossible to convey my
methodology. Despite the challenges, several hours and incarnations later,
Bisoo created a workable prototype.

When I arrived in Nepal inAugust, time crept along so slowly, like a chug-
ging, choking, smoking train. From an anxious perspective, my life was a
void to fill. IKve been here for two and a half months and am perched at the
mid point of my grant. That trainKs pistons are pumping fast now, its
engines are burning cleaner. My sleep is light at night, my mind is swim-
ming with ideas and hopes for the second half of my time here. I have some
concern about not completing projects and of not seeing/experiencing all
I want to see/experience. Yet, as I review my time in Nepal, I can see that
by surrendering to serendipity IKve allowed life to unfold in a most beauti-
ful Nthough not always prettyO way. Perhaps the outcome of my art is less
important than the people whom IKm coming to know and care for, the
dharma I hope to continue practicing, and the daily experiences, some
pleasant, others unpleasant, that enable me to feel more complete as a
human being.

The relationship between art and life is symbiotic, but IKve not honored the
connection between parts in recent years. Sure, IKm a Jresponsible workerK
and have maintained good studio practice for a long time. I emphasize to
my students that one should believe Nfor a period of timeO that art is the
most important thing in their lives. In this way, the mind creates a desire
to work and one is more inclined to keep working NI advocate a mind
gameO. But there is so much more to JbeingK an artist than working hard in



the studio. The fuel for oneKs studio fire is not independent from life M it
is contingent upon it.

Living in Nepal is allowing me to honor the life piece.As everything is new
to me, I am living life from a beginnerKs perspective.Tikka smeared deities,
sacred architecture, music, language, food, trash piles, pollution, traffic
patterns, rice patties, the diverse beauty and decay of the people M it is new
to me. IKm expertless here, the JunscholarK. Being a beginner is dynamic
and open. I want this excitement to inhabit my work.

A dear pal from Cruces will arrive here in two days. Perhaps sheKs tossing
and turning in anticipation of her thirty-six hour flight right now. In all
likelihood IKll take leave of my diary for a couple of weeks while Liz and I
explore a slice of the Annapurna circuit, trekking to the holy pilgrimage
site of Muktinath, a shrine revered by Hindus and Buddhists alike. There
are one hundred and eight water spouts to drink from and splash in, prayer
flags to hang, and who knows what else? It is the Jwho knowsK that fuels my
fire.

seven, November

Weeks have passed since my last diary entry and it will be a
challenge to sort through my adventures and observations, to arrange a
handful of highlights into some cohesive form.

hmmmm...

Well, thereKs no time like the present. The month of October was one long
festival, but November has seen the resumption of work at SunilKs work-
shop. IKve spent the past week working with Bisoo, the master waxman,
creating my second installation, a cast copper Bodhi tree. Time is short
and my visualization is big to say the least, but weKre proceeding with the
intention of proceeding. This is the Nepali way, which means I need to
trust the process - not an easy feat for this results-oriented American.
As Santosh tells me, I need to Jmake coolK Nbe coolO. Cool is not my style,



but food is, and there is a steady stream of food and drink served all day at
the ShakyaKs house. The culinary rhythm begins with milk tea and a fried
egg Nserved shortly after I arriveO. Lunch consists of spicy noodle soup or
dal bhat Nlentils and riceO. The afternoon promises another belly full of milk
tea and/or tato pani Nhot waterO. Note that IKve said little of my art M where
are my priorities?

Another characteristic of the Nepali way is to make time for family and
worship. Saturday is a holiday in Nepal, and this past Saturday I accompa-
nied Santosh and Puma to a Theravada Buddhist ceremony sponsored by
some local families.When I asked Santosh what the purpose of the event
was, he said it was to Jmake good karmaK for the sponsors. Santosh has
reliably honest answers.

Before entering the bihar NmonasteryO for the ceremony, I accompanied
Santosh and Puma in a round of puja at a couple of local temples. First we
circumambulated the pagoda at the Golden Temple and visited a goddess
whose metal face was accentuated by a mustache and goatee. I questioned
Santosh and Puma about the goddessK facial hair but they simply reiterated
that she was a goddess. Next we went to BimsonTemple. Bimson is a deity
who assists business people. He is life-sized and his striking face is also
made from cast copper. Like the goddess, I recall Bimson has a mustache
and goatee. His body is draped in royal blue fabric and he is posed in
warrior position. It appears he is ready to launch himself out of his shrine
area, perhaps an indicator that heKs ready to Jmake businessK.

As it was early Saturday morning, worshippers were out in force, spinning
prayer wheels, tossing rice, dabbing holy water and sprinkling flower petals
on innumerable objects of devotion. Santosh dabbed my third eye with
some holy water and Puma sprinkled some petals onto the crown of my
head. I felt blessed.

In a culture where tasks are often executed more slowly than they are in the
west, puja appears to be a rushed activity. People circumambulate shrines



with the speed of whirling prayer wheels, tossing rice and smearing as many
deities with tikka as they are humanly able. Incense billows and butter can-
dles create a great heat around the most popular deities. An exception to
these images was a lone worshipper I observed at the Golden Temple, a
man who chanted in a haunting tone that echoed the beautiful and famil-
iar sounds of Hebrew prayers.

TheTherevada ceremony was called Kathin Dan, which roughly translates
as Jritual giving of monks robesK. Hundreds of people sat on rows of woven
grass mats, filling the small bihar. A bihar looks like an urban courtyard
that is surrounded by multi-storied buildings and a monastery. Monks sat
on one side of the courtyard and nuns sat on the opposite side. Therevada
nuns are easy to identify - their robes are baby pink in color. As we arrived,
people were enjoying a breakfast of steamed greens and rice. SantoshKs
mother promptly placed an overflowing plate of food into my hands. Peo-
ple had gathered that day to honor one Jspecial monkK, a man who was to
receive an array of food and robes that were piled atop a large table. After
breakfast, every gift on that table was passed through the hands of the at-
tendees and placed inside of BuddhaKs shrine, a ritual called Buddha Puja.
A senior monk told the story of the Buddha, and then worshippers lined
up to give gifts of food and money to all of the monks and nuns. This pro-
cession of giving was followed by a hearty lunch.

It was a very special morning in Patan.

Many adventures were to be had in late October. During the festival of
Tihar my friend Liz and I trekked to Muktinath, a Himalayan shrine
revered by Hindus and Buddhists alike. To access the area we flew into the
Himalayan town of Jomson on a small plane that gave us a birdKs eye view
of the vast Himalaya. I watched the lower elevations abruptly shift from
jungle green to desert brown. Except for an occasional but pronounced
bounce felt during turbulence Nyikes!O, it was a thrilling flying experience.
Upon landing in Jomson we set out for the village of Marpha, a lovely stone
village with narrow winding streets. Lo and behold the local gompa was



having its once annual Jlama danceK that very day. I spent several hours
watching monks in elaborate costumes dance, prance, parade and harass
the onlookers. The timing was amazing - one dance per year and here we
were!That evening I returned to the gompa and observed the monks doing
puja. Perhaps it was a prayerful wrap-up of the dayKs dance. Sitting on a
cushion with my back against the wall, I helped a cheerful monk boy fold
a pile of katas Nscarves presented to teachers and deitiesO, and tasted an
array of foods and drinks that were offered. Some nectar-like liquid was
poured directly into my cupped hands. It was sublime, perhaps a taste of
nirvana? Music comprised of bells, horns and drums accompanied the
prayers. Outside of the gompa, in the monasteryKs courtyard, two Nepali
men furiously beat theirs drums, creating a primal rhythm that meshed
dramatically with the more somber beat of the lamas. Pure Nepal.

From Marpha we trekked to the medieval town of Kagbeni. From Kag-
beni, Liz and I rode tough little horses to Muktinath, guided by a spirited
and warm Tibetan woman named Dolma and our Eagle Scout porter, Bal
Krishna. I was enthralled with the altitude as the world dropped away and
the air grew crisp and then cold. There were mysterious caves lining the
corrugated hillsides across the valley. Were they lama retreats? Icy Himal
peaks surrounded us, but besides that the landscape was similar to that
which I know in southern NewMexico.We spent three nights in Kagbeni,
enjoying the hospitality of a Tibetan family at a lodge called JThe Red
HouseK, visiting local gompas and exploring nearby villages. A crumbling
adobe fort stood a few yards from the hotelKs rooftop. So far away from
home, so much like home. It was great to have a home girl NLizO on hand
with whom I could share these experiences.

ThereKs so much more, but thatKs enough for now!

Imagining the best possible outcome for todayKs election in the U.S.



eighteen, November

ItKs a raucous night in Patan with the street dogs barking up a
storm. Having enjoyed a strenuous hike with a gaggle of Fulbrighters this
morning, hopefully IKll sleep through the canine cacophony. The hike
occurred during a retreat for Fulbright grantees and staff. For twenty-four
hours we enjoyed clean air and expansive views of the Himalayas. It was all
very restorative.Ahighlight of the retreat was hiking to a small gompa and
playing volleyball with the monks. Those fellows move swiftly in their long
robes! IKm catching my breath right now, as IKll be working with the Shakyas
tomorrow.

My life is anchored by the routine of working at the Shakyas. My first
installation, code named Dharmachakras, is almost complete. Shem, the
welder is finishing the three pairs of hybrid bike tires. Conveying my needs
is challenging due in part to language, but also in part NI perceiveO to
gender. ShemKs duties are split between my project and two of SunilKs
current commissions. One of these projects is a group of gold plated Green
Taras that will be shipped to China next week, the other, a nine foot
Buddha, is destined for a gompa in Tibet. So, IKm practicing patience,
living in Nepali Time. Not a big stretch as IKm from manana land.

There was some volatility in the KathmanduValley a couple of weeks back,
around election day in the U.S. Valley citizens had been feeling hopeful, as
the Maoists and government Nthe Seven Party AllianceO were close to
finalizing a permanent peace deal. The Maoists had come out of the hills
so to speak, plastering rows of posters, like sheets of stamps, over buildings,
bridges, Nand to my dismayO temples and shrines. An interpreter told me
that the posters were announcing a three day rally, a kind of JMillionMaoist
MarchK that was to take place in Kathmandu a few days later. And then the
disturbing news M Maoists were going door-to-door, JaskingK almost every
household in the Kathmandu Valley to house and feed cadres of ten to
fifteen men during the rally. Supposedly, every family in my neighborhood
agreed to take in a cadre, and the fear was palpable.While the Shakyas had



not been approached Nthey live across the street from amilitary baseO, most
of their community had. Many of these families took the risk of saying no
to the Maoists. Such courage! I was advised by Fulbright to vacate my
apartment should a cadre come to occupy my landlordKs flat NDiamond had
agreed to house two cadres!O M unneeded advice as I was prepared to flee.
Confusing matters were newspaper headlines that trumpeted the success
of the peace agreement, JPeace at LastK, one headline declared. But instead
of celebrations there were mass public protests. Brave valley citizens
decried the MaoistsK terrorist tactics and to my amazement and relief, the
demands for housing were withdrawn.

ManyMaoists did pour in from the countryside.They were seen and heard
from the tops of buses and trucks, shouting slogans, and clearly overjoyed.
These vehicles had been JappropriatedK from schools and businesses,
a tactic that disturbed me.With some surprise, I observed that the young
men Nand a few young womenO who comprise their ranks had traded in
their defiant red headbands for a more pedestrian look of plastic red sun
visors.

I feel a lot of judgment towards the Maoists. They continue to illegally tax
truckers, trekkers, business people and individuals around the whole of
Nepal. There are reports of children being conscripted into their forces.
Making peace with an organization that employs such tactics seems
tremendously risky and I canKt say if the Seven Party Alliance is foolish or
admirable. More than ten thousand Nepalese have died in the past ten+
years, caught in the crossfire between Maoist and government Nformerly
the monarchyKsO forces. While I remain grossly ignorant of the conflictKs
details, reforms are desperately needed. Nepal is one of the worldKs poor-
est nations and that the majority of people make due with so little
confounds me. In light of this, the gift of peace may well be worth the risk.

HWhat would Buddha do?I I ask myself Na corny play on the Jesus bumper
stickerO, and this diffuses some of my anger and fear. However, as much as
I may strive to cultivate compassion for the kids wearing red sun visors,



I will never condone their leadersK tactics.

Nepal, my great teacher.

What a fantastic election outcome back in the U.S.A.!!!

IKm drooling at the thought of Thanksgiving and dark meat turkey satu-
rated in gravy. So much for my neo-vegetarian impulses. HereKs to the
clumsy contradiction called life.

eleven, December

Winter has arrived in the Kathmandu Valley in the form of
slow, persistent rain. Such rains are called Jfemale rainK back in New Mex-
ico. Does that mean the pounding rains of the summer monsoon are Jmale
rainsK? Musing is futile - memories of summer rains cannot offset the damp
cold that chills me to the bone.Tonight I long for real heat in my frigid flat.

My time in Nepal is coming to a close, but before there can be a denoue-
ment, there must be a climatic event. I think this will happen on Friday
when Fulbright and the American Center Nunder the auspices of the U.S.
embassyO are hosting an open house/cocktail party for the ShakyaKs and me,
at SunilKs workshop. WeKll be exhibiting my two installations and SunilKs
Buddhist statues. My installations are in different stages of resolution, and
while this event will not be a traditional exhibition, I find myself oscillat-
ing between acceptance and anxiety as the day approaches.

On the one hand, work on the Bodhi tree is progressing much faster than
I expected, but there is always an erratic aspect to progress. Today, for
instance, all of SunilKs workers were assigned to hammer, chisel and file
away at the treeKs Medusa-like tangle of branches. But many were distracted
by the first winter rain Nthe first winter rain can be likened to the first
winter snow in the U.S.O. These particular fellows fiddled with their cell
phones while making small talk - banging and scraping the metal without
even looking at it. Shem the welder was late, so instead of mounting wheels



to the treeKs base as I had hoped weKd do, I took a fried egg and tea with
Sunil. As morning slipped into afternoon, I took a second egg and tea, this
time with Santosh.

Sunil had told me that it was a Newari custom to makeTibetan dumplings,
momos, on rainy winter days and that his mother, sister and wife had em-
barked on a momo project. We ascended to the top floor of the house
where two groups of people were sitting on the floor cross-legged, all work-
ing with great focus. In one group, two wax modelers were gently coaxing
the Bodhisattva GreenTara into wax perfection. In a second, larger group,
momoKs were being molded at the hands of the metal workers - the same
distracted fellows who had been banging my metal downstairs.While the
proximity of waxwork and food work was an absolute OSHA/Health De-
partment nightmare, everyone was clearly enjoying themselves despite the
frigid air Nall doors and windows were open to the elementsO. Knowing I
would be eating a special pile of chicken momoKs made especially for me NI
donKt eat the more common water buffalo varietyO, I tried to release the
concern of whether or not the guys had washed their hands upon leaving
their metal work.

Shem the welder had finally arrived downstairs. I descended the stairs to
check in with him about the status of my project. To my surprise he was
filing a wheel. To my further surprise, he reeked of liquor that Santosh
likened to NewariTequila. Shem had been celebrating the first winter rain,
gambling and drinking with friends. I knew there would be no welding
today.

Tomorrow is a new day. IKm to meet Shem at 9:00 a.m., two hours earlier
than his usual start time. Whether or not we actually start at 9:00 a.m.
I know not. This is the Nepali way: the day after manana land.The illusion
that one has some control over their life really breaks down on days like
today. How I long for some illusion.



I�m thinking about my friends and family on the other side of the world
and hoping they are warm in body and in heart.

twenty one, December

Last week was an intense rush to FridayKs finish line, the JOpen
House ExhibitionK sponsored by theAmerican Center/U.S. Embassy. Much
progress was made in the days leading up to the exhibition. Primarily work-
ing with Shem the welder, I JdirectedK the fabrication of a canopy of
copper branches Nstupa dome in formO to hang above the Bodhi tree.
A group of young men whose discipline is repousse Ncopper hammered into
intricate forms and designsO worked diligently on a finial for the canopy,
modeled after the crown of Svayambhu. Their visual guide for the finial
was a printed sketch of Svayambhu copied from a schoolbook cover.
This exquisite piece will serve as a vivid reminder of my Nepal experience.

On Friday morning I arrived at the ShakyaKs to hang the two installations.
Santosh and most of his family members were leaving to do puja, to honor
a goddess who is specific to the Shakya caste. Enigmatic in form, she
manifests as a stone. The Shakya women were beautiful in their saris, and
Puma was stunningly wrapped in her wedding sari. Santosh had previously
told me that heKd be doing puja with the family, so I didnKt expect his input
during the morning. However, when Sunil said he was motoring into
Kathmandu to pick up the caterer, I felt an inadvertent rush of water pour
out of my eyes. It was a very Nepali moment, in that an important plan
was about to be supplanted by another plan. I can only imagine what the
workers and family members were thinking: HThe bedeshi NwesternerO is
crying, what do we do?I Sunil opted to stay home to direct the cleaning
and organizing, and as it turned out we needed every available minute to
be ready for the three oKclock start time.

The workers cleared the work areas, and began installing a giant copper
Buddha and an army of small Buddhist deities. I penned a short speech to
read at the reception, a narrative of the serendipitous meeting with
Santosh, and the chain of events that culminated in our collaboration. As



the hours passed, I became anxious to install the Bodhi tree, as significant
time NhoursO were needed to attach cloth leaves to the tree and stupa
canopy. This work finally began a mere one and half hours before the
receptionKs start time. To my surprise, several Shakya family members,
mostly women and children, stepped forward to help attach leaves. I felt
a pinch of resistance as IKd been looking forward to reconnecting with my
anal-retentive self by idiosyncratically attaching leaves Nby myselfO to the
tree. But Nepal is a culture characterized by community effort. Once again,
I surrendered to the Nepali way. I felt another inadvertent rush of emotion
as my heart melted.

Having this JmeltdownK shifted my perspective, and the bustle became a
most wondrous vision. I will always treasure the image of cheerful family
members hanging leaves and eager children pressing leaves into my hands,
calling out their colors in English, Jred!K Jyellow!K Jgreen!K. I treasure the
image of workers carefully hoisting the umbrellas of the dharmachakra
installation high into the air, floating above a landscape populated by
contemporary art and traditional Newari Buddhist icons, an improbable,
yet compatible mix! The most poignant image was that of Indra Kumari,
SunilKs seventy+ year old mom, mother to seven boys and two girls, sitting
serenely and symbiotically next to the Bodhi tree in her sari. Could I ever
have imagined such a poetic coupling? No - it was unimaginable, and all the
better for it. I pinched myself, to remind myself that it was real.

Remembering August NarrivingO: stepping onto the Kathmandu tarmac;
smiling at the world M all excitement and gratitude; quaking with fear that
evening; what the helI had I gotten myself into.

By mid afternoon, the caterers arrived with their refreshments, followed by
the embassy people and their podium Nfor the requisite speechesO.All spoke
of the traffic jam that had brought Patan to a standstill. There had been a
traffic fatality earlier in the day and people had been protesting for hours.
As the guests arrived, they spoke of their respective journeys including,
a burning bus, rioters hurling stones, motionless rivers of vehicles on



narrow streets. But the guests kept arriving despite the obstacles. Among
the guests were my landlord, Diamond, and Margaret, my eighty+ year old
British neighbor. Speeches were given by Santosh, myself, Peter Moran
from Fulbright and Nick Dean, the number two man at the embassy
Nwhose expression brought to mind the loopy grin of Harrison FordO.
He said he was pleased to be present, that he never had the chance to
attend such an event Nnor had IO. The food and drinks flowed and it was a
wonderful celebration of friendship and cross-cultural collaboration.

IKve less than a week left in the KathmanduValley. IKll be on a plane enroute
to San Francisco one week from now.WeKll see what the next few days have
in store. I havenKt seen a Coke machine in five months.

It is Chanukah. My homemade menorah is made out of nuts Nas in boltsO M
a gift from a friend in Las Cruces. Praying for peace as we prepare to roll
into yet another NewYear.

four, January
Insomnia, 5:45 a.m.

The hours before dawn are a good time to roast beets, especially
now that IKm back in my user-friendly kitchen in Las Cruces. ItKs hard to
believe that I landed in San Francisco one week ago today. After touching
ground in the U.S. it took an additional day-and-a-half before I arrived in
El Paso via the hell of the Rocky Mountains... DENVERAIRPORT.

I might be fooling myself but reverse culture shock doesnKt seem to be an
issue for me thus far. But I might be fooling myself.

In some respects, itKs as if I hadnKt left home. Still, as I rummage through
photos and mementos fromNepal, and recall the amazing adventures, joys
and discomforts, I miss the complex and paradoxical place that was my
Jhome away from homeK for five months. I miss the Shakyas. I miss the



collective, warm heart of the Nepalese. As a Buddhist might say, life is
comprised of little deaths, in that the substance of life is change, imper-
manence. I will strive to remember this as I adjust to life back in the U.S.

six, January

Yesterday I drove toAlbuquerque to pick up my dharmachakra
sculpture. It was a sweet reunion with my copper creation.The Bodhi treeK
is enroute to El Paso, due to arrive any day.

It is tempting to be overwhelmed by life here. I still havenKt opened my
mail and have much to unpack and organize. There are a slew of new house
repairs. University begins in one and a half weeks Nmucho trabajo!!!O, and
words, let alone perceptions, are slow in coming. Reverse culture shock?
Something is up...

What of Nepal? My last week was very hectic, packing and shipping four
hundred and fifty+ pounds of copper sculpture back to NM. I enjoyed
many farewell meals and a final excursion to Kopan Monastery. Puma and
Santosh visited, and we strolled about the grounds, admiring the stupa and
browsing the bookstore before enjoying a meal in the monasteryKs cafe.
It was quality time with family, my little brother and sister.

The morning of my departure I visited the ShakyaKs, to say goodbye to the
entire household en masse. Indra Kumari, the matriarch, did puja to ensure
my safe journey. She lit a Ganesh lamp Nthe elephant headed god who
signifies auspicious beginnings and good luckO, flung holy water and rice
Nfirst at the god, then at meO, planted a very plump lump of tikka onto my
forehead, and then placed a garland of marigolds and a kata around my
neck.These added to the garland and kata that had been given byMaya and
Sangeeta, my periodic housekeepers, earlier that morning. A round of
family photos followed Nsee attached photo - Sunil isnKt present since he
took the photoO.

Upon leaving, I bypassed the custom of saying Namaste, to give each
family member an JAmerican hugK. It freaked out the men folk and



SantoshKs father nearly fainted. When I squeezed Sunil, he said with a
giggle, JdonKt cryK.

Santosh motorcycled me back to my house, and I felt peaceful and
complete, riding as most Nepalese do, helmetless, with hands in coat pock-
ets.We zipped by PatanKs Durbar Square for the last time, and then by the
shrine to my favorite three-headed goddess, Basundhara, the Buddhist
manifestation of Laxmi. Upon saying goodbye to Santosh I warned him
first, JIKm going to hug you nowK.

Later that afternoon at the airport Nexperiencing my first of more than a
dozen delays and cancellations on what was to be a grueling seventy two
hour journey homeO, I was talking with a young British couple that
appeared rather straight in appearance. I told them offhandedly that had
it been twenty years previous, IKd have gone Jtotally nativeK in Nepal, in
terms of adapting customs, dress and the like. Shortly thereafter I
encountered my reflection in the restroommirror. I was outfitted with two
katas, two garlands, a Newari cholo shirt, Tibetan jewelry, and to top it off,
a giant red, rice-textured tikka protruded out of my forehead. I hope the
Brits laughed their way around the world.

So, here I am. Gideon dog is snoring in his bed Na.k.a. the gwonderdogO.
WeKve enjoyed two hikes in the local mountains/desert and another two on
the Rio Grande. Aworld away fromNepal, southern NewMexico is beau-
tiful and downright extraordinary Nso long as IKm in the space to recognize
itO. Easier said than done, I will keep practicing.

So, I sign off now from this email series, this Nepal diary, with a heart full
of gratitude for the experience, the technology that enabled me to
communicate excerpts from this adventure, and the sustaining words IKve
received from you during this most remarkable time.

Blessings to all of you in 2007. Stay present. Cultivate gratitude. Love your
hearts out because life is short.

Namaste.
rachel




